Abstract-The performance of a short dipole antenna closely located above a finite High-Impedance Surface (HIS) is addressed. The antenna behavior is thoroughly analyzed in the frequency range up to the HIS resonance within the region where the propagation of the TE surface waves is not allowed. In the first part of the paper the analysis of a dipole antenna above a grounded dielectric slab is considered, and then it is extended to the case of a substrate with a frequency selective surface printed on it. For all configurations, the radiation pattern of the structure and Front-to-Back Ratio (FBR) are reported and compared. It is shown that the presence of a suitable frequency selective surface, regardless of the shape of the periodic elements, guarantees the antenna matching but does not influence the behavior of the radiation patterns and the front-to-back ratio in the frequency range where only TM modes are allowed to propagate. The front-to-back ratio has been found to be maximum when the size of the generic HIS is around 0.8λ g (where λ g is the TM guided surface wave wavelength). All the speculations are supported by simulated and measured results.
INTRODUCTION
The publication of the first paper dealing with High-Impedance Surfaces (HISs) in 1999 [1] has opened a new research trend in antenna field. Indeed, since that year, the HIS surfaces have been frequently employed as a backing plane for an horizontal wire dipole to enhance the radiation efficiency of such low-profile structure [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The HISs are also currently suggested to improve the performance of other radiation devices [8] [9] [10] . In the case of the wire dipole, the interaction between the antenna and the high-impedance surface excites complex waves and generates different resonant phenomena that require a careful analysis. The physical properties of a HIS have been rigorously studied in the case of plane wave incident on an infinite structure [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In the horizontal wire dipole case, homogenized models can be employed to predict the reflection phase of the surface both for normal and oblique incidence [13] . The model is also of vital importance for understanding the propagation mechanisms of the surface waves supported at the interface between the complex surface and the free space [15] . Some attempts to analyze the radiative behavior of a dipole antenna on a HIS by using simplified models have been done with different degrees of accuracy [18] [19] [20] . However, simple homogenized techniques cannot guarantee a good approximation of the structure when they are applied to finite models. The homogenized approach, if applied in its rigorous formulation, is adequate only in approximating the near field of infinite structures [21] . The reason of these inaccuracies is due to the propagation of surface waves on the screen and their edge diffraction, which generates additional resonances, not present in the infinite model.
The influence of the backing plane dimension on the radiation properties of the antenna is therefore of crucial importance and the actual relation between the radiation pattern of the antenna and the size of the high-impedance surface has not yet been sufficiently investigated. This aspect will be addressed in the present paper in order to determine if the increase of the HIS extension leads to an improvement of the radiation performance or if its dimension can be kept small as it is desirable for a low-profile device. First of all, the problem will be addressed in the case of a dipole antenna on the top of a grounded dielectric slab only in order to show that, in the TM (Transverse Magnetic) surface wave frequency range (before of the HIS resonance), the shape of the radiation patterns is related to the size of the structure. Then, the introduction of a Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) printed on the grounded dielectric will be taken into account. The presence of the FSS determines a HIS resonance which provides the antenna matching but causes the onset of TE (Transverse Electric) surface waves after the HIS resonance. The occurrence of TE surface waves introduces additional resonances and deteriorates the radiation patterns but their effect can be kept out of the antenna operating band. To investigate this aspect, an analysis of the dipole on the HIS has been carried out by changing the overall dimension of the screen as well as by using different unit cell shapes.
The analysis of the low-profile antenna is also supported by experimental validations on ad-hoc prototypes. The experimental tests allow both to assess the accuracy of the simulated results and to provide the validation of the presented speculations. The paper is organized as follows: in the next section the analysis of a short dipole antenna on the top of grounded dielectric slabs with different characteristics is addressed; Section 3 shows the effect of the FSS unit cell on the radiation pattern of the antenna in the TM surface wave zone; Section 4 deals with the experimental verification of the presented theories while Section 5 suggests criteria for the optimal design of lowprofile antennas. Finally, conclusions are drawn which summarize the main contributions of this work.
DIPOLE ON GROUNDED DIELECTRIC
In order to prove that the radiation properties of a low-profile antenna are deeply related to the ground plane size within the TM surface wave range (frequency range where the only propagating mode is the TM 0 ), the interaction between a short dipole antenna and a square grounded dielectric slab has been investigated. A sketch of the analyzed structure is reported in Fig. 1 .
The relative dielectric constant and thickness of the employed grounded substrate are chosen to be 10 and 3.18 mm respectively. The length D of the non-resonating dipole antenna is equal to 24 mm. The distance between the antenna and the top face of the grounded dielectric surface h is fixed to 1.0 mm. The gap is considered in order to maintain the same setup of the next case in which the FSS is printed on the top of the grounded slab. However its influence is weak and the results are still valid if the dipole is etched on the dielectric interface. The antenna radiation patterns have been analyzed varying the physical and geometrical properties of the grounded dielectric slab. The frequency considered for the analysis is 4.25 GHz which corresponds to the best return loss when the FSS is placed on the grounded dielectric. To prove that the selected frequency belongs to a frequency range where only the TM 0 mode is allowed to propagate, the dispersion diagram for the dielectric slab is reported in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 the antenna radiation patterns on E and H plane for L equal to 35 mm, 55 mm and 75 mm are reported.
The low-profile antenna radiates with a low back radiation as desired for L equal to 55 mm. This configuration allows to obtain a FBR of 25 dB and a smooth shape of the main lobe in the broadside direction. Conversely, when the ground plane dimension is increased, the antenna is characterized by a worse performance in terms of back radiation. The antenna FBR behavior is then further analyzed as a function of the grounded dielectric size for different values of the substrate thickness ( Fig. 5 ) and relative dielectric permittivity (Fig. 6 ).
As it is apparent from Figs. 5 and 6 the antenna pattern is Figure 1 . Geometry of the dipole antenna over the grounded dielectric slab. characterized by a maximum of the FBR for L = 0.8λ g where λ g is the TM 0 surface wave guided wavelength. The non monotonic behavior is also observed in other kinds of low profile devices [22] [23] [24] where the ground plane size strongly affects the directivity which, rather than increasing uniformly, reveals a more complex dependence. Moreover, in the case of a PIFA [25] and a patch [26] antenna with a ground plane of finite size an optimal dimension in terms of front-to-back ratio and gain has been found to be around 0.8λ g . The FBR value is strongly influenced by the dielectric relative constant and thickness of the slab when L exceeds λ g where it oscillates before stabilizing around a constant value which depends on ε r and t. The antenna presents the same electromagnetic behavior varying the operating frequency but the numerical results are not included in the paper for the sake of brevity.
DIPOLE ON HIGH-IMPEDANCE SURFACE -EFFECT OF FSS
In this section, the effect of a FSS printed on the grounded substrate is considered. In particular, the influence of the FSS unit cell shape on the FBR performance of the radiating device has been investigated in the case of frequency selective surfaces comprising patch elements and another one with Jerusalem crosses [27] . The unit cells of the mentioned FSS screens are reported in the inset of Fig. 7 . The dielectric substrate employed in the design is the Taconic CER10 (ε r = 10) with a thickness of 3.18 mm. The periodicity T of the FSS screens is equal to 5.0 mm and they are both designed to allow the matching of the short dipole at 4.25 GHz. The phase of the high-impedance screen is reported in Fig. 7 when the infinite structure is illuminated by a normal incident plane wave.
The zero-phase reflection, which satisfies the so called AMC (Artificial Magnetic Conductor) condition, falls around 4.8 GHz for both the unit cell elements. In Fig. 8 , the dispersion diagrams of the HISs formed by the two different FSS elements are reported. As it is evident from the two diagrams, the main resonance frequency of the antenna, which has chosen to be around 4.25 GHz, falls within the so called TM zone. In Fig. 9 the S 11 of the dipole antenna on the top of the patch type HIS for three different screen dimensions L is reported. The size of the HIS backing plane L is due to the number of unit cells plus an extra border of 2.5 mm that is used at the manufacturing stage to fix the antenna on the HIS. It is apparent that the dimension of the reactive ground plane does not affect the occurrence of the first minimum of the S 11 . Even for a larger size of the panel the first antenna resonance is exhibited at 4.25 GHz while the second one, which is much more dependent on the overall screen length, decreases. As expected, the dipole antenna is matched close to the frequency where the AMC resonance occurs. In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 the radiation patterns of the dipole antenna on the top of the patch type HIS are reported on E and H planes as a function of the ground plane dimension. By observing the radiation patterns, it can be noticed that the behavior of the back radiation is non-monotonic and it is characterized by a maximum as in the case of the dipole above the grounded dielectric slab. The level of the back radiation decreases down to a value of −27.5 dB as the overall dimension L increases up to 55 mm (10 unit cells) but a further increase of L determines a worse level of the back radiation as for instance −15 dB for L = 65 mm (12 unit cells). The same analysis has been performed for the case of the Jerusalem Cross screen. The results for the two structures are compared in Fig. 12 where the FBR is reported as a function of the overall HIS size L normalized to the TM 0 surface wave guided wavelength. It is interesting to notice the similar behavior of the two curves which refers to two different unit cells. They exhibit the same maximum of the FBR which takes place at L = 0.8λ g as in the case of the grounded dielectric slab (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 ). Comparison between the antenna FBR obtained at 4.25 GHz for the FSS comprising patch elements and the one formed by Jerusalem Cross unit cells. They are both printed on a grounded dielectric slab (ε r = 10) 3.18 mm thick. From these results we can infer that the FSS printed on the dielectric slab is useful for achieving the antenna matching but does not strongly affect the FBR performance if the antenna is operating within the TM surface wave range. The small differences between the two curves in Fig. 12 can be probably ascribed to the presence of the surface wave currents guided from the periodic printed surfaces even within the TM zone [28] [29] [30] . This contribution can be anyway considered of a higher order with respect to main ones (TM 0 surface wave guided by the grounded dielectric and the space wave). Such speculations can be easily proved by comparing the radiation pattern of the antenna structure in the case of a bare grounded dielectric slab or with the FSS printed on the substrate. In Fig. 13 the E-plane radiation pattern of the antenna with and without the loading FSS are reported for the optimal dimension of the backing screen, namely 55 mm.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
In order to verify the proposed design methodology and the concepts introduced in the first part of the paper, some ad-hoc prototypes have been manufactured and measured. The main purpose of the tests is to verify the behavior of the FBR as a function of the structure dimension. Since it is quite troublesome to manufacture many different prototypes comprising a different number of unit cells, we recur to a different strategy. In order to motivate our procedure, let us focus on the excitation mechanism of the surface wave modes on the highimpedance surface. It is well known that only the first TM mode is supported by the structure from zero to the HIS resonance frequency. Therefore, the FBR of an antenna on the top of a high-impedance structure up to the HIS resonance is influenced by the behavior of the TM 0 surface waves only. Our approach consists on choosing a large HIS structure thus allowing to derive the FBR as a function of different electrical dimensions of the HIS by only changing the wavelength of interest within the frequency range where only the TM 0 mode is propagating. In this way, we can recover the same information on the FBR behavior as a function of the finite ground plane size by just performing measurements of the radiation patterns within the aforementioned frequency region. The procedure has been applied to two different high-impedance surfaces composed by different FSS unit cells (i.e., patch and cross). The manufactured prototypes are shown in Fig. 14 .
The measured FBR as function of the HIS dimension normalized to the guided wavelength is reported in Fig. 15 both for the patch and the cross type periodic surfaces. It is evident that the measured results reveal the same behavior obtained with the simulations by increasing step by step its size. Figure 14 .
Large highimpedance ground planes realized for measurements (13 cm×13 cm). A short bow tie antenna is placed above each one and fixed by using some plexiglass screws. 
OPTIMAL DESIGN OF AN HIS BASED ANTENNA
Based on the previous observations, an optimal configuration of a dipole antenna backed by a high-impedance surface has been manufactured and tested.
The HIS is composed by a 8 × 8 patch array, with a period of 5 mm and a gap between the adjacent elements of 1 mm, printed on a Taconic CER10 grounded substrate with a thickness of 3.18 mm. The total size of the HIS panel is 0.75λ g at the resonance which is close to the optimal size derived in the present paper. A picture of the manufactured prototype is reported in Fig. 16 . The antenna above the HIS is a short bow-tie dipole printed on a FR4 thin slab 0.8 mm thick. The antenna in free space is matched between 6 GHz to 7 GHz, which is out of the band under investigation. It is worth to remark that, in order to evaluate the effect of the HIS, the feeding dipole should not be resonant in the same band of the HIS. By using a longer dipole an additional resonance can be introduced also before the HIS resonance [31] . The S 11 of the proposed radiating device is reported in Fig. 17 . When the antenna is placed above the HIS structure a wide matching is achieved because of the HIS loading.
The first minimum of the S 11 is due to the HIS resonance and the subsequent ones are introduced by the propagation of TE surface waves on the finite HIS structure. By keeping the panel size as small as possible, the additional TE resonances can be placed far from the first one with a consequent enlargement of the bandwidth. It is therefore Figure 16 . A picture of the optimal antenna design. Measured and simulated patterns on E and H plane at 4.0 GHz. Measured and simulated patterns on E and H plane at 4.5 GHz.
important to underline that if the dimension of the HIS panel were further increased with respect to the optimal dimension a twofold drawback would be obtained: a worsening of the patterns within the TM band of the HIS as here demonstrated and a bandwidth reduction due to the onset of the TE resonance before 5 GHz. After the onset of the first TE surface wave resonance, the radiation patterns of the antenna are not broadside anymore. In Fig. 18 to Fig. 20 the radiation patterns of the antenna are shown at 4.0 GHz, 4.5 GHz and 5.0 GHz. The patterns are characterized by a low back radiation according to our speculations. The operating bandwidth of the antenna is more than 1.0 GHz extending up to 5.0 GHz and the radiation patterns are almost symmetric. 
CONCLUSION
The observation of the radiation properties of a short dipole antenna placed close to a HIS has provided the evidence of a correlation between the finite dimension of the backing screen and the non-monotonic behaviour of the front-to-back ratio. The optimal FBR has been found for a dimension of the screen around 0.8λ g , with a good agreement between the estimates provided by simulations and data collected with measurements on realized prototypes. The employment of printed FSS on low-profile antenna design has been found useful to guarantee the matching of a non-resonant device placed above the HIS but it has resulted negligible with respect to the level of FBR in the TM surface wave band.
